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Way from main train station (Berlin Hauptbahnhof) to Motel One Spittelmarkt 

 

Public transportation is convenient enough and less expensive (2,70 EUR, 20 min.) than Taxi (ca. 12 

EUR + tip, 10 min.). Inside the busses/trams/metro trains (“U-Bahn”, “S-Bahn”) the stops are 

announced verbally and on displays. Your ticket is always valid for all kinds of public transportation 

vehicles: busses, trams, U-Bahn, and S-Bahn. You may change trains as often as your want within 90 

minutes, but you may not go back and forth (only one-way).  

Online information: http://mobil.bvg.de/ 

 

 Inside the main train station (“Hauptbahnhof”), go to the “S-Bahn” track, i.e., track 15.  

 Get a normal standard ticket from the yellow/white ticket machines: “Einzelfahrschein AB”. 

 Validate your ticket before entering the S-Bahn in one of the little boxes near the ticket 

machine.  

 Take any S-Bahn that goes east, i.e., that passes “Alexanderplatz”/“Ostkreuz” (see electronic 

signs on the track). Leave the train at “Alexanderplatz”. 

 Follow the signs to “U-Bahn” station of line “U2”. 

 Go with line “U2”, direction “Theodor-Heuss-Platz”, to station “Spittelmarkt”. 

 Get out of the station, follow the street (“Wallstraße”), the river being on your right. The 

hotel is at the next big crossing (see plan below). 

 

 

 
(Quelle: Google Maps)  
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Way from Tegel Airport (TXL) to Motel One Spittelmarkt 

 

Public transportation is convenient enough and much less expensive (2,70 EUR, 45 min.) than Taxi 

(ca. 29 EUR + tip, 30 min.). Inside the busses/trams/metro trains (“U-Bahn”, “S-Bahn”) the stops are 

announced verbally and on displays. Your ticket is always valid for all kinds of public transportation 

vehicles: busses, trams, U-Bahn, and S-Bahn. You may change trains as often as your want within 90 

minutes, but you may not go back and forth (only one-way).  

Online information: http://mobil.bvg.de/ 

 

 Take the main exit of the airport. 

 Go right(!) to the bus station (bus no. “X9”) 

 Get a normal standard ticket from the yellow/white ticket machine: “Einzelfahrschein AB”. 

 Validate your ticket in one of the little boxes near the ticket machine, or on the bus (near the 

doors).  

 Go with bus “X9” (direction is “Zoologischer Garten”) to station “Ernst-Reuter-Platz”. 

 Enter the “U-Bahn” station.  

 Go with line “U2”, direction “Pankow”, to station “Spittelmarkt”. 

 Get out of the station, follow the street (“Wallstraße”), the river being on your right. The 

hotel is at the next big crossing (see plan below). 

 

 

 
(Quelle: Google Maps)  
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Way from Schönefeld Airport (SFX) to Motel One Spittelmarkt 

Public transportation is convenient enough and much less expensive (3,30 EUR, 55 min.) than Taxi 

(ca. 41 EUR + tip, 45 min.). Inside the busses/trams/metro trains (“U-Bahn”, “S-Bahn”) the stops are 

announced verbally and on displays. Your ticket is always valid for all kinds of public transportation 

vehicles: busses, trams, U-Bahn, and S-Bahn. You may change trains as often as your want within 90 

minutes, but you may not go back and forth (only one-way). Online information: http://mobil.bvg.de/ 

There are two easy alternatives: 

(A) S-Bahn/U-Bahn (60 min.) 

 Take the main exit of the airport. 

 Follow the path left, ca. 500 m, to S-Bahn station. Go down into the station. 

 Before going up to the track, get an extended region (“ABC”) ticket from the ticket machines 

near the stairs up to the tracks: “Einzelfahrausweis ABC” (3,30 EUR). 

 Go up to the track of S-Bahn line “S9”, usually track 13. 

 Validate your ticket before entering the S-Bahn in one of the little boxes near the stairs.  

 Go with S-Bahn “S9” (direction is “Pankow”) to station “Schönhauser Allee”. 

 Follow the signs up to “U-Bahn” station, line “U2”.  

 Go with U-Bahn “U2”, direction “Theodor-Heuss-Platz”, to station “U Spittelmarkt”. 

 Get out of the station, follow the street (“Wallstraße”), the river being on your right. The 

hotel is at the next big crossing (see plan below). 

(B) S-Bahn/Bus (55 min.) 

 Take the main exit of the airport. 

 Follow the path left, ca. 500 m, to S-Bahn station. Go down into the station. 

 Before going up to the track, get an extended region (“ABC”) ticket from the the ticket 

machines near the stairs up to the tracks: “Einzelfahrausweis ABC” (3,30 EUR). 

 Go up to the track of S-Bahn line “S45”, usually track 11. 

 Validate your ticket before entering the S-Bahn in one of the little boxes near the stairs.  

 Go with S-Bahn “S45” (direction is “Bundesplatz”) to station “Baumschulenweg”. 

 Follow the signs to “Bus” station, Bus no. 265.  

 Go with bus “265”, direction “Stattmitte”, to station “U Spittelmarkt”. 

 Get out of the station, follow the street (“Wallstraße”), the river being on your right. The 

hotel is at the next big crossing (see plan below). 

 
(Quelle: Google Maps) 
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Ways from Motel One Spittelmarkt to conference locations 

 
(Quelle: Google Maps) 
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Unter den Linden 6 

BBAW/Äg.Wb.(Sat) 

Unter den Linden 8 


